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Per capita GNP - calculated according to the  rate - for about 85 percent of the cases in 1990.
Bank's Atlas method - is the Bank's main  Fiscal year conversion factors are used in about
criterion for classifying countries to determine  10 percent of cases.
their eligibility for various beneficial borrowing
terms. It is also a broad criterion for distinguish-  Technically, fiscal year conversion factors
ing countries by income group (low, middle,  are official quarterly exchange rates recast to the
lower-middle, upper-middle, and high).  fiscal year timeframe. Thus, official exchange
rates shown in the International Financial
In principle, the Bank adopts the official  Statistics account for 95 percent of the countries
annual average exchange rate (line rf in the  for which IEC prepares comparable per capita
Fund's  International Financial Statistics) as the  estimates. As trade and exchange systems
preferred source for exchange rates for calculat-  become more liberal, and as multiple exchange
ing per capita GNP. But where this rate is clearly  systems have been unified in recent years, fewer
inappropriate - when the calendar year rate  and fewer official exchange rates have diverged
does not coincide with the fiscal year national  significantly from the rate at which transactions
accounts data, for example, when countries'  take place.
maintain dual or multiple exchange practices, or
when distortions in the trade and payments  Hee's analysis underscores the direct impli-
system make the official rate an unreliable link  cations for Bank operations and analysis of a
between relative prices of traded goods - the  systematic and documented approach to the
Bank's  International Economics Department  choice of conversion factors that underpin the
(IEC) uses an altemative exchange rate (conver-  Bank's Atls  per capita income estimates -
sion factor).  which can affect eligibility for borrowing and
country ranking by income group.
Hee briefly explains how these alternative
exchange rates are calculated, the rationale  The use of altemative conversion factors is
behind them, and the footnoting features of the  thus of some practical importance, both to the
Bank's Economic and Social Database that make  Bank and to other international organizations
these calculations more transparent to users of  considering the use of Bank classifications in
the data.  allocating concessional assistance.
He finds that the single most often used
source is the official annual average exchange
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make  this  a  more  useful  and  cogent  product.Per  capita  GNP,  calculated  according  to  the  Bank's  atlas
methodology,  constitutes  the  Bank's  main  criterion  for  classifying
countries  to  determine  eligibility  for  various  beneficial  borrowing
terms,  and  also  as  a  broad  criterion  for  distinguishing  countries
'by  income (low,  middle,  lower-middle,  upper-middle,  and high)
groups.
The  analysis  in  this  paper  underscores  the  operational  and
practical  implications  of  a  systematic  and  well  documented  approach
to  the  choice  and  sources  of  conversion  factors  that  underpins  the
Bank's  atlas  methodology  for  per  capita  income  estimates.
In  principle,  the Bank  adopts  the  official  annual  average
exchange  rate  (line  rf  in  the  Fund's  International  Financial
Statistics  (158)  as  the  preferred  source  for  exchange  rates  for  the
per capita  GNP calculations.  However,  where  this  rate  is clearly
inappropriate,  such  as  when  the  calendar-year  rate  does  not
coincide  with  the fiscal-year  national  accounts  data,  or  when
distortions  in  the  trade  and  payments  system  make the  official  rate
an  unreliable  linkage  between  relative  prices  of  traded  goods,  IEC
uses  an  alternative exchange rate (conversion factor).ii
This  paper  briefly  explains  how  these  alternative  eychange
rates  are  calculated,  the  rationale  behind  them,  and  the  footnotirg
features  in  the  Bank's  Economic  and  Social  Database  (BESD)  that
make  these  calculations  more  transparent  to  users  of  the  data.
The  analysis  reveals  that  the  single  most  frequently  used
source  is  the  official  annual  average  exchange  rate  --  about  85
percent  in  1990  (see  Table  1).  Fiscal-year  (FY)  conversion  factors
account  for  about  10  percent.  Technically,  FY  conversion  factors
are  official  quarterly  exchange  rates  recast  to  the  FY timeframe.
Thus,  official  cxchange  rates  3hown  in  the  IFS accoa.nt  for  95
percent  of  the  countries  for  which  IEC  estimates  comparable  per
capita  estimates.  Table  1  in  the  paper  also  reveals  that,  as  trade
and  exchange  systems  have  become  more  liberalized,  and  as  multiple
exchange  systems  have  been  unified  in  recent  years,  fewer  and  fewer
countries'  official  exchange  rates  have  diverged  significantly  from
the  rate  at  which  transactions  take  place.
From  the  Bank's  own  operational  and  analytical  perspective,
there  is no  direct  operational  implication,  in  1990,  for  FY
countries  when  annual  average  exchange  rates  are  substituted  in  the
calculations  (see  Table  3).  Their  borrowing  eligibility  for  various
Bank  lending  programs  as  well  as  country  ranking  by  income  group
remain  unchanged.iii
However,  several  interesting  insights  are  revealed  in  Table  4.
If trade-weighted  conversion factors are substituted  by annual
average exchange  rates, several countries  in 1990 (e.  go, Egypt,
Honduras,  Iran,  Peru,  and  Syria)  lose  eligibility  for  "softer-term"
Bank lending (see Table 4). Similarly,  the change in relative
country rankings for Argentina and Bolivia would have affected
their  lending  terms (Table  5).  This  is  because  these  countries  move
to a corresponding  higher income group. The use of alternative
conversion  factors  is thus  of some practical  importance,  both to
the Bank  and to other  international  organizations  considering  the
use of Bank classifications  in the allocation  of concessional
assistance.  countries.  There is widespread  feeling  that some of
these  organizations  granting  preferences  may take seriously  Bank
classifications  into  account."PEDIGREN"  of  XEC  CONRXON  FACTORS  for PER CAPITA GNP
COMPUTATIONS  f or  the  BANKf'  OPERATIONAL  GUXDELULS  and ATLAS
X.  Xntroduction
A.  GNP per Capita  and Country  Classifications
The Bank  uses  a  variety  of country  classif  ications for its
operational, analytical,  and  statistical purposes.  In  the
operational  context (known  as Operational  Guidelines  within the
Bank), the Bank has established  thresholds of per capita GNP
categories,  based on the Atlas methodology,'  to classify member
countries into  groups eligible for  various Bank  procurement
practices,  and for loans and credits on different  terms (e.g.,,
civil  works  preferences,  IDA  credits,  IBPD  loans,  and  graduation).
Likewise,  the classifications  used  for analytical  and statistical
purposes,  which  cover  both  member and non-member  economies,  are
best  represented  in  the  Bank's publications  World Development
Reporte  World  Development  Indicators,  and  The World  Bank  Atlas.  Per
capita  GNP estimates  are  used  by the  Bank  as  the  main  criterion  for
grouping countries into low-income,  lower-middle  income, upper-
middle  income,  and high-income  classifications.
1  A brief  description  of  the  Atlaa  methodology  for  computing  GNP  per  capita
is found  in  the  technical  notes  to  the  World  Developmet  indicators  (Washington,
DCs  The world  Bank);  various  issues.2
Given  the significant  operational  and analytical/statistical
role in  the  Bank  of internationally  comparable  measures  of GNP  per
capita, a systematic  and well documented  approach  2  to  exchange
rates  (or  conversion  factors)  underpins  the  Bank's  Atlas
methodology.  Recent improvements  in the International  Economics
Department's (IEC)  procedures  for documenting  the "pedigree"  of
exchange  rates (and  other  macroeconomic  data  in  the Bank's  central
database,  BESD (Bank  Economic  and Social  Database))  provide  a new
means  of  disseminating  information  on improved  and  more  transparent
documentation of  methods, sources and  details of  alternative
("special")  exchange  rates.
B.  Scope  of Paper
This paper  presents  an overview  of the "pedigree"  (that  is,
the history and origin  of sources,  methods,  and adjustments  and
manipulations,  if any) of IEC conversion  factors  that  are used  to
calculate  per  capita  GNP  according  to  the  Atlas  methodology  for  the
Bank's  operational  and analytical/statistical  purposes.
In  principle,  the  Bank  adopts  the  unweighted  annual  average  of
the  official exchange rate  (shown as  line rf  in the  Fund's
International  Financial  Statistics  (IFS))  as  the authoritative  and
preferred source for  exchange rates  for  the  per  capita GNP
2  A review  of the  methodological  issues,  including  choosing  appropriate
conversion  factors,  relevant  to the  calculation  of per  capita  GNP  for  the  Bank's
Operational  Guidelines  is  found  in  Per  Capita  Income  --  Estimating
Internationally  Comparable  Numbers (International  Economics  Department,  World
Bank,  January  13,  1989).3
calculations  according  to the Atlas methodology 0 Where the IFS
annual  average  exchange  rate (hereafter  referred  to as XFPORI)  is
clearly  inappropriate, such as when calendar-year  XWS.R?  do not
coincide with the fiscal-year  national accounts data, or when
distortions  in the trade  and payments  systems  make the IFS.RF  an
unreliable linkage between domestic prices  and  international
prices,  IEC  uses  alternative  conversion  factors  for  converting  and
presenting  the national  accounts  aggregates  into  US Dollars.
The paper  discusses  how IEC  estimates  alternative  conversion
factors for the per capita  GNP calculations  when the IFS.RF is
inappropriate  as a guide  to the relative  prices  of traded  goods.
The last  part of the paper  discusses  footnoting  features  in
BESD that make these calculations  of per capita estimates  more
transparent  to  the  user  of  these  data.  Country-specific  details  are
given in  Annexes I to III on sources  of exchange  r<tes of all
countries  for  which  IEC  calculates  alternative  conversion  factors.
C.  "Pedigree  Notes  in BESD
Systematizing  the  use  of official  and other  exchange  rates  in
IEC for per capita GNP calculations  in the form of footnoting
features  in BESD  serve  to make  data  sources,  methods,  adjustments
and manipulations  more transparent  to users of these data in the
Bank.FOUY'  tYpS  Of  pedigree  o10te3  &ar  uSed  for  IBC  conVersion
factors.  The simplest explain  that  the  exchange  rates  are  indeed
entirely  from  the  XIS.AW;  the  second  type  denotes  that  the  exchange
rates  are  from  the  UF8  but  that  IEC  shifts  the  annual  average
exchlange  rates to  a fiiscal  year basis to confom  witk  the time-
frame of  the national accOunt.s  3  Pedigree notes are  more colrplex
where  dual  or  multiple  exchange  rate  practices  prevail  because  they
must  at  least  explain  the  weighting  process  used  to  compute
composite  conversion  factors  from separate  IrS rates,  and identify
additional  official rates included in IEC composite conversion
factors.  Finally, pedigree notes explain how  substitute or
alternative  conversion  factors are computed.
In summary, the objectives of this "pedigree" exercise  are:
(a)  identify the sources  of the exchange rates IEC USes
for the  Atlas-based  per capita  GNP calculations  (see  Annex  I)
(b)  identify  countries  where  the  exchange  rates  used  are
n__  IWO.e  annual  average  rates  (Annex  I);
(c)  document  sources  and  other relevant details (method,
time-frame,  manipulations)  for  countries  identified  in (b)  above;
(d)  footnoting  features  in the mainframe  BESD to  make
per capita  GNP calculations  more  transparent  to users  of these
3  A  similar  iEC  recompilation  of  balance  of  payments  data  to  accord  with
fiscal  year  nation&l  accounts  occurs  where  quarterly  balance  of  payments  figures
are  available.S
XZ  0 taA&eCoe6 of  conversion  Fsctors  for the  ntlUuI3
AO  XVR.RV  rnual  Average  Exchange  mato
I-uch  of  IEC's  analytical  work  on  development  in  member
countries  and  on  the  efficacy  of  policies  requixes  inter-country,
inter-regional,  and  inter-income  groups  comparisons  which  require,
at  some  stage,  the  conversion  of  major  economic  aggregates  (for
example,  national  accounts,  balance  of  payments, trade  flows,
fiscal  accounts)  expressed  in  r ational  currencies  into  a  common
numeraire.  Market  rates,  howfover,  vary  from  day  to  day.  The  various
types  of  data  series  that  need  to  be  converted  to  a  common currency
are  compiled  over  a  period  --  usually  quarter  or  year.  Thrs  longer
period  data  are  the  sums  of  the  comupilation  period.  It  follows  that
the  use  of  prevailing  market  rate conversion  requires the  use of
averaces.
IFS reports  official  exchange  rates,  both  end-of-period  and
period  averages  (of  daily  or  monthly  rates,  not  weighted  by  trade
values)  against  the  US dollar  and  the  SDR;  and,  for  countries  with
multiple  currency  practices,  for  up  to  three  rates 0 The Fund
defines  the  IFS.RP  annual  average  exchange  rates  as:
"  per rate/market conversion  factors  for  trade  and other  f toi  or  everago
statistcs  . that  they  are  period  average market  rates  tderever
available,  i.e.,  period average  rates in  the  market of  the country,  or  if
these are  not  available, official  rates....  Period overages  for r2arket  rates
and  for  any official  rates are asdo  fro  averages  of  daily  date Carithustie
averages  of market  rates) .......  and  all  trada figures  in If  are converted
from  national  currency values to  U.S.  dollaro  and  fr=  U.S. dollars  to
national currency  with series rf. t3
IMF,  Intemicmt  Ffimfal  statistics,6
Thus the IFS RF annual  average exchange rate should be viewed
as a goneral  purpuse  conversion  factor  that  can  be appropriately
applied  to  major  economic  aggregates.  As  stated  earlier,  IEC
accepts  the  IXSoRr  annual  average  exchange  rates  that  relate
national currencies  to the  US dollar as the preferred  exchange
rates  for calculating  per  capita GNP  estimates  for  the  Bank's
operational or  lending guidelines, and  for statistical purposes
except in those instances where the IFS.RP annual average exchange
rate is clearly inappropriate.
The incidence of the types of conversion factors IEC uses for
calculating the Atlas -based  per capita GNP estimates is presented
in Table 1 below. The single  most frequently used source --  about
85 percent of countries for  which IEC  estimates comparable measures
of GNP per capita --  is the IFS.RF.
Table  1:  Incidence  of  Source and Type of  Conversion Factors
Used in Atlas  -based GNP  per  Capita  Calculations
Percent  Distribution
Type of  Exchange  Rote  1X90  1965  1970  1975  1980  1985  1990
.............  ......................  ......................  ...........................................  ..................  ..........................  ...........  .......................  ..........................
1.IFS.RF anin.ev.exchove  rate  91  91  91  88  87  83  85
2.Ne1iFS  exchange rate
of  ihich:
(a)  FY exchwne  rate  /1  9  9  9  9  9  9  3
Cb) Trade-weighted  /2  e1  1  6  6
(c)  Relative  price  adjusted/3  - 2  3  2
Total  100  100  100  100  100  100  100
..............................................  ......................................................................................................................................
Source:  BESD/ANDREX
/1  See Annex i.A  for  cowitry  Ifsting.
/2  See Annex  1.8  for  couwtry  Isting.
/3  See  Amex I.C for  coumtry Liating.  As trade  and exchange  systems have been Liberalized,  and muLtiple  exchane  systm
have be  uniffied  in  recent years,  feier  and fever  conatries,  official  exchange  rates  have differed  'egregfously'  from
the  transactfon  rate.7
B.  Non-IFS Annual Average Exchange Rates
Table 1 reveals that the exchange rates used in the per capita
GNP calculations for 40 countries  (about 20 percent) are ngt the
XFS.RF annual average exchange rates. These conversion factors can
be sub-categorized into  (a) fiscal-year  (FY) conversion factors,
(b)  trade-weighted composite conversion factors, and (c)  conversion
factors that have been adjusted for relative price movements.
C.  Constructing  Fiscal-Year  (FY)  Conversion Factors
Annex  I.A lists those countries where the conversion factors
used by IEC in calculating per capita GNP estimates are on a FY
basis and, therefore, are exceptions to the IFS.RF annual average
exchange rates.  It should be noted, however, that the source of
these FY exchange rates is still the IFS.RF. IEC shifts the annual
average exchange rates to a FY  basis to conform with the FY time-
frame of the national accounts. The FY exchange rate is simply the
unweighted average of the IFS.RP quarterly average exchange rates;
technically, therefore, these countries can be classified as using
the authoritative  IFS source  of exchange rates  for the GNP per
capita  calculations  to  classify  countries  for  the  Bank's
operational, analytical, and statistical purposes.
To illustrate, India's national accounts and other principal
macroeconomic aggregates (BoP,  trade flows, industrial production,
fiscal accounts) are compiled on a FY basis, beginning April 1 and
ending March  31 the following year. Effectively, the FY exchange8
rate  for the  Atlas  per  capita  GNP  calculations  is  the  simple
average  of  the IFS  quarterly  exchange  rates  for  the  second,  third,
and  fourth  quarters  (April-December)  of  the  previous  year  and  the
first  quarter  (January-March)  of  the  current  year.
Table  2  shows  the  incidence  of  the  time-frame  of  the  national
accounts  of  the  countries  shown  in Annex  I.A.  The  table  reveals
that  most  (00 percent)  FY  periods  of  countries  for  which  IEC
maintains  national  accounts  fall  into  the  following  two  categories:
(a)  FY beginning  July  1,  ending  June  30;
(b)  FY beginning  April  1,  ending  March 31.
Table  2:  Incidence  of  FY National  Accounts  Time  Frames
Fiscal  Year
Beqginning  Ending  No. Countries  Incidence  %
_GItiO  __-  -°  - -- °---  -- i-------  --  °------------------------
July  1  June  30  9  56
April  1  March  31  4  25
October  1  September  30  1  6
July  16  July  15  1  6
March  21  March  20  1  6
Total  16  100
Source:  IECSE9
It  is  clear  that  the  robustness  of  per  capita  income
computations  demands,  among  others,  data  covering  the come  ti!e-
frame.  It  would  be  interesting,  however,  to  see  how  the
categorization  of  borrowing  countries'  eligibility  for  various  Bank
lending  programs,  as  well  as  the  country  ranking  by  income  groups,
would  change  if  the  XVS.RF  annual  average  exchange  rates  were  used.
Table  3  below  reveals  that  for  the  developing  countries  with
FY  national  accounts,  data,  the  use  of  U'S.RF  annual  average
exchange  rates,  instead  of  the  FY exchange  rates,  did  not  result  in
movements  from  one lending  category  to  another  in  terms  of  the
Bank's  lending  operations,  or  from  one income  group  to  another  in
terms of  country  classification  for  analytical  and  statistical
purpos.as.
Table 3:  FiscaL-Year and IFS.RF  Exchwne Rates In  Per Capita  calculations:
Change  in  Country Classification
Country  1990 GNP  per Capita  (USS)  Chane in  Country Classification
.........................................  ....................................
FY  Rate /i  IFS.RF  X Change  Operational  Statistical/Anslytical
..........................................  .....................................................
BanLadesh  210  210  - No change  No change
Botswana  2,040  1,940  4.9  No change  No chane
Cameroon  960  980  2.1  No change  No change
Geabia  260  270  3.8  No change  No change
Hafit  370  370  - No change  No chane
india  350  350  5.7  No change  No  chaege
Nepal  170  170  No chane  No change
Nigeria  290  270  6.9  no change  No change
Pakfstan  380  380  No change  No change
Sierra  Leona  250  240  4.0  No  change  No  chane
Tongw  1,010  1,020  1.0  No  chae  No  change
................................................................................................
Source: BESO
/1  tld  DGlot.ont  Rcpat 19210
The Fund's IFS for the countries shown in  Table 3 reveals that
the fluctuation of exchange rates during the period 1988-90 (base
period  for  the  1990  Atlas  per  capita  GNP  calculations)  was
moderate  and  did  not  result  in  significantly  large  deviations
between the FY and the annual average rates.
De  Estimating Trade-Weighted Conversion Factors
Annex  l.B  presents  the  list  of  countries  where  estimated
trade-weighted composite averages of  officially recognized exchange
rates  4  for the periods specified are used in for the Atlas per
capita  GNP  calculations.  Country-specific  notes  on  sources,
methodology,  and the matrix  of multiple  rates and corresponding
weights for each of those countries with trade-weighted composite
conversion factors are presented in Annex II.
The  existence  of multiple  exchange  rates  in the  trade  and
payments system provides indications that the use of the official
exchange  rate  in  the  per  capita  GNP  calculations  is  not
appropriate.  The  larger  the  deviations  in the  multiple  rates
relative to the official exchange rate, the stronger the  need for
a careful and systematic review of the various rates, given their
impact on GNP  per capita estimates. The focus on multiple rates
should be determined on the basis of the magnitude of the premium
4  While  recognizing  the importance  of  parallel  or  black  market  rates  in
many developing  countries IEC,  however,  is  mindful  of  the  risks  of using
statistics  pertaining  to what  are  in  many countries  illegal  activities.*11
as well as the size of the market,  i.e., the larger the share of
trade  conducted  at  the  non-official  exchange  rates,  the  greater  the
need for estimating  an alternative  conversion  factor. 5
Adjustments to  the  official and  multiple rates require
intimate knowledge of the applications  of respective  rates to
specific  transactions.  It should  be emphasized  that a  definitive
assessment  would require infrrmation  beyond  the level  of details
available  in existing  data.
Trade-weighted  composite conversion factors are  therefore
estimated  as:
St  =  (RI,t  *  W1,) +  (R2,t  *  W 2,t)  +  +  . (R..t  *  W,t) 
where:
E  =  trade-weighted  composite  conversion  factor,
=  multiple  rates,  1,  2,  3,  ......  n,
Wi =  corresponding  trade  weights,  1,  2,  3,  .....  n.
t  =  year
It would  be interesting  to see if  member  countries'  rankings
within the Bank's eligibility  classification  for various loan
programs  or income  groupings  change  if trade-weighted  conversion
factors are substituted  by the IFS.RF annual average exchange
rates.
5  See,  Michael  Hae,  Conversion  Factors:  A Discussion  of  Alternative  Rates
and  Corresponding  Weights, PRE Working  Paper  Serief,  WPS  479  (World  Bank,  August
1990).Table  4  below sets  out the comparative  1990  per capita  incoMe
estiiaates  resulting  from  the  use  of trade-weighted  conaversion
factors  and  IUO.M  anrnual  average  exchange rates  for countries
where  trade-weighted  conversion  factors  are  applicable  for  the  1990
Atlas  per  capita  GNPO
Table  4:  Trade-Weighted  and  IFS.RF  Exchange Rates  In  Per  Capita  CaLcuLatfons:
ChAnge  In  Coumtry  Classification
. . . .....  .........  ..  ..  . .,...........  ..  . ...................  ...........  ..  .....................  .................  ....................  ....................... _
1990 GNP per  Capita  (USS)  Change  In  Country  CLassIfIcatIon
"O.  ......  b.........  e.....................  ........  ...............................................  ............  ...................
Trtade-Heghted
Country  Conversinn  Fector  IFS.RF  % Change  OperationaL  /2  AnaLytlcal/StatsetlcaL
........................  ....................................................................................................  ..........................  _ 
Egypt  600  1,200  100.0  I  to  11  Low-Icon  to Los-Iddte
El Salvedor  1,110  1,190  7.2  No change  No change
Honduras  590  690  16.9  1 to  11  Lw-inco  to Law-addte
Iran  2,490  8,350  235.3  III  to  Graduation  LUper-mfddleto  Nfih-fre
Paraguay  1,110  1,280  15.3  II  to  III  nio  change
Peru  1,160  1,580  36.2  11 to  III  No change
Surf  neoc  3,050  3,170  3.9  NJo  change  no  change
SyrIa  1,000  1,660  66.0  11 to  III  Di* change
Ugand  220  310  40.9  No change  No change
Zambia  420  440  4.8  No change  No change
Source:  BESD
/i  Ulord  Ec  lnwt  Repft  192M
/2  OperatifnaL  Lending  Categories:
I  Civil  Works Preference
II  IDA ttigibiLity  and 20-Year  IBRD Term
III  17-Year  IBRD Terms
IV  IBRD Graduation
For  several  countries  (e.g.,Egypt,  Honduras,  Iran,  Peru,  and
Syria)  there  are  substantial  differentials  in  the  GNP per capita
estimates.  Had  XPB.  V  annual  average  exchanges  rates  been  used  in
the  per  capita  calculations,  these  countries  would  have  moved  to  a
correspondingy  higher  income  group  classification  and  lost
eligibility  for  "softer  term  Bank  lending.  This  is of  souse
practical  importance,  both  to  the  Bank  and to  other  international13
organizations  considering  the  use  of  Bank  classifications  in  the
allocation  of concessional  assistance.
Data presented  in a Policy  and Research  Working  Paper  Series
(WPS  479)  6 indicate  that  for  almost  half  of  those  countries  for  the
Xi'S  documents multiple rates, these multiple rates exceed the
official rate 30 percent or  more. Although the spread between
multiple rates  and  the  official rate  has  narrowed for  most
countries,  it  has  remained  consistently  high in  Egypt,  Iran,  Peru,
and Syria (See  Annex II).
S.  Bstimting  Relative  PrivdJed  Convaaiom  aor
Annex  I.C  lists  the  countries  where  IEC's  systematic
examination  of the  evolution  of  the  effective  exchange  rates  has
indicated that the relationship between the domestic and foreign
prices is so out of line as to  distort the evolution of real
exchange rates over time. In such circumstances, the annual average
official  exchange  rate  is clearly  inappropriate  for  per capita  GNP
calculations.  While  an  effective  transaction  rate  may be difficult
to  measure  accurately,  it  may  be  approximated  with  adequate  data  on
tariffs, subsidies, surcharges and exchange control.. Where  such
relevant data are  not available or  inadequate to form an estimate,
IEC  estimates  alternative  conversion  factors  by  adjusting  the
6  See  Michael  Hoe,  Convzt@3ian  Pactoras  A Dioucianio  a  A,  ltoaQtO  nttoB  and
coswBpandiaq  WoiLgtc,  PRE  Working  Paper  WPS 479  (World  Bank,  Auguot  1990),  Table
3,  p.  17°14
180.RP  annual  average  exchange  rate  of  a  recent  past  year  for
changes in prices  (relative to that of  the  US)  during the period.
A  recent  year  is identified where  'normal" conditions  were
thought  to prevail  (Argentina  - 1982; Bolivia  - 1973; Ghana  - 1972;
and Guinea-Bissau  - 1976) and the IFB.RF annual average exchange
rate  for that year is used as a base. The exchange rate for all
other years is  then adjusted for changes in the Domestic Absorption
Deflator,  relative  to  that  of  the  US.  The  rationale  for  this
methodology is based on the purchasing power parity (PPP)  theory of
exchange rates which argues that the foreign exchange value of a
national currency is largely determined by the purchasing power of
that  currency  relative  to  the  purchasing  power  of  foreign
currencies. 7  Thus according to the PPP theory, relative inflation
movements need to be offset by exchange rate changes. Also, PPPS
become all the more relevant and applicable if trade restrictions
and exchange controls are so high as to significantly distort the
official exchange rate.
For  some  countries  that  have  severe  inflation  but  stick
official txchange rates, as in some Latin American countries such
as Argentina and Bolivia, the differential in domestic and foreign
inflation  is  not  offset  by  a  corresponding  exchange  rate
7  A comprehensive discussion of various  aspects of the purchasing power
parity  doctrine  is  given  in Lawrence H. Officer, Purchasing Power Parity am:
Dchan0ge  Rates  (Greanwich, Connecticutt Jai Press,  1982)1  see also Alan C.
Shapiro, "What  Does  Purchasing Power Parity Mean?" Journal of Money au  Finance,
Vol.2, No.  3,  December 1983, pp. 295-318.15
depreciation.  The  persistent large gap  between the  rate  of
depreciation  of the local  currency  and the inflation  differential
suggests the need for a conversion factor for per capita GNP
calculations  other  than  the official  exchange  rate.
Usually,  under  such  circumstances,  the  alternative  conversion
factor  is estimated  as follows:
E=  E.  *  (Pdt/P)  j
where:
E=  the  exchange  rate  expressed  as  the  number
domestic  currency  per unit of foreign  currency
at time t;
E,=  actual  or "market"  or current  exchange  rate
in base year "o" which is not necessary  equal to
the "equilibrium"  rate  defined  in any manner.
Pd,t  =  domestic  price index  at time  t;
Pt=  foreign  price index  at time t;
There are some limitations  to this approach.  For example,
there  are  judgments  involved  in  the  choice  of a "normal"  year  as it
is difficult  to assess  the impact  of existing  trade  restrictions
that  are  not  well documented.
In addition, the individual  prices used to construct the
domestic  and  foreign price  indices must  be  undistorted and
comparable.  This is hard to do in a multicommodity  world with16
relative  price  changes,  differing  consumption  preferences  across
countries,  nontraded  goods,  transportation  costs,  and  trade
barriers.
Suggestions on which price index to use include the price of
the least  traded commodity  --  labor --  to an index for nontraded
goods  only,  an  index  for  traded  goods  only,  and  the  broadest
domestic  index available  --  GNP deflator. 8 Comparison  of  unit
labor costs is beset with measurement  problems.  Among these are
measurements  reflecting  differences  in  type,  quality,  and
productivity  of  labor.  Price  indices  based  on  internationally
traded  goods  (export  and  import  price  indices)  are  limited  to  a
small class of commodities, relative to all goods and services, and
are therefore subject to variations that presumably would not be
present  in  a  broad-based  price  measure.  Also,  traded  and  nontraded
goods are not  unvarying collections of commodities. There is never
a definite group of commodities that can be exported. Changes in
the structure of the economy or changes in profitability may widen
or  restrict  the  group  of  traded/exportable  goods.  Likewise,
wholesale  price  indices  (WPI) are  also heavily  weighted  with traded
goods. The use of consumer price indices  (CPZ) requires that the
weighting pattern be the same for each country's price level, that
is, taking  a  common basket of goods  with  a standard  system of
weighting.  The PPP  theory  essentially  refers  to the internal  value
S  Alan  C. Shaplro,  "What  Does Purchasing  Power  Parity  Mean?"  Joumal  of
international  Nonoy  and  Pinance,  Vol.  2,  No.  3  ,  December  1983;  pp. 295-318,17
of the currencies  concerned,  and variations  in this  value can be
measured  best  by  general  index  f  igures  representing  as  far  as
possible  the whole  mass of commodities  (and  services),  traded  and
nontraded,  marketed in the country.  This is reflected  in a GDP-
based deflator  which is the price  concept  with a firm analytical
foundation  in PPP theory. In essence,  a PPP measure based on a
broad-based  or general  index  is  advocated  since  each  country's  own
pattern of production  provides the  ideal source of weights  to
construct  its price  measure  for  PPP computation.9
IEC  therefore  uses  the  country's  domestic  absorption  deflator
indez (relative  to that  of the  US) in adjusting  exchange  rates  for
the few countries  shown  in  Annex  I.C.  This is done  as follows:
=  B, *  (DOi  8SV/D03MBus,)
where:
K=  exchange  rate (local  currency  per US$) at time t;
4  =  118.R1  in base year "o";
DOMABS,t  =  domestic  absorption  deflator  at time  t;
DONABSst  =  US domestic  absorption  deflator  at time  t;
Table 5 compares  the  per capita  GNP estimates  using  relative
price-adjusted conversion factors and  118.R1  annual  average
9 see  Lawrence  H.  Officer,  "The  Relationohip  Between  Absolute  and  Relative
Purchasing  Power  Parity,  Review  of  3conosics  and  Statistics,  Vol. 60,  NoviSbOr
1978,  pp.  562-56818
exchange rates for the five countries affected  (Annex I.C). For
Argentina and Bolivia, the practical implications are significant
il  the  context  of  their  eligibility  for  the  Bank's  lending
programs.
Tabte  5: Price-adjusted  and IFS.RF  Exchange  Rates  in  Per Capita  CaLculations:
Change  in  Country  Classification
GNP  per  Capita  (USS)  Change  in  Country  Classlffcation
.....................................  ......................................................................  ............. §............. 
Price-Adjusted  X
Country  /1  uonversion  Factor IFS.RF  Change  Operational  /2  AnaLytlcal/Statisticl
Argentina  (1981)  1,960  4,460  127.6  III  to Graduation  No change
Bolivia  (1985)  430  850  97.7  II to III  No change
Ghana  (1987)  390  430  10.3  No change  No change
Guinea-Bissau  (1986)  160  200  25.0  No change  No change
Somalia  (1989)  130  180  38.5  No change  No change
.......  ......................................  .....................................................................  . ..  .............................
Source:  BESD
/1  Referenced  year  of GWP  per  capita  in parenthesis.
/2  Operational  Lending  Categories:
I  Civil  Works  Preference
11  IDA  Eligibility  and  20-Year  IBRD  Terms
III  17-Year  I1RD  Terms
IV  IBRD  Graduation
1110 Mainframe  (BESD)  Footnotes
IEC has developed procedures and guidelines to incorporate 2-
digit  "pedigree"  codes  into  the  BESD  system.  It  is  presently
testing these procedures and guidelines.  While these procedures and
guidelines fo  fcootnoting  are still in  the developmental stage, the
BESD footnot,  will contain both country level and indicator level
notes  a  ,  ..  il.
At the data-cell  level, users  of BESD will be alerted, and
directed  to view  the detailed  footnotes  by a  single  cell-level19
footnote indicator  "F."  These  footnotes  can  then  be  viewed  on  the
PC screen by the user 0 The facility to view country indicator and
cell-level footnotes will be extended to users of  ANDREX  (Analysis,
Derivation,  and  Reporting  in  Express  --  an  analytical  tool  of
BESD).  These footnotes can be extracted and downloaded from BESD
and ANDREX into Lotus or  Javelin files for viewing and updating.
A  complementary  but  vital  component  of  the  BESD  footnote
system is the look-up tables. Look-up tables are meant to convert
general statements in the footnote library into  country-specific
details which are not captured by the 2-digit coding system. Look-
up  tables  for  conversion  factors  are  particularly  suited  to
accommodate  the country-specific notes on sources  (e.g., whether
primary, secondary, tertiary, and other exchange rates are from the
XFS or from the Bank's Country Operation Departments), methodology,
and  the matrix  of multiple  rates  and corresponding  weights  for
those countries which maintain or have maintained dual or multiple
exchange rates practices, and for which  IEC has estimated trade-
weighted  conversion  factors.  Annex  II  shows  prototype  look-up
tables on the specific country details regarding the estimation of
the  trade-weighted  conversion  factors  that  are  expected  to  be
available to users of BESD.20
AMNNE  1
COUNTRY  LISTING  of  8USD  ("PEDIGREE")  CODES for  SOURCE and  METHOD
OF  AiAS  GNP  PER  CAPITA  CONVERSION  FACTORS
CA:  COUNTRY  OPERATIONS DIVISION
HA:  TRADE WEIGHTED CONVERSION FACTOR
HB:  CONVERSION FACTOR --  BASED ON RELATIVE  PRICE  ADJUSTMENTS
HZ:  ADJUSTED CONVERSION FACTOR --  METHOD  TO  BE  DOCUMENTED
TA:  FISCAL  YEAR ENDING JUNE  30
TB:  FISCAL  YEAR ENDING MARCH  31
TC:  FISCAL  YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30
TD:  FISCAL  YEAR ENDING JULY  15
TE:  FISCAL  YEAR ENDING MARCH  20
3USD CODE for







Antigua  and  Barbuda
Argentina  CA  1965-81
IB  1965-81











Bolivia  CA  1974-85
EIB  1974-85





/I  iootnotes  refor  to  soures.  and  methods  only  for  conVersion
factors  that  are  -f  the  IFs.R1  annual  average  exchange
rates;  for  countries  not  footnotedp  INC  uses  the  11531
annual  avorage  exchange  rates.21
BU8D  CODE  for
COUNTY  8OURCB/NBTNOD  /1  PERIOD
Bulgaria  CA  1987-90
KA  1987-90
Myanmar  TC  1960-90
Burundi
Kampuchea
Cameroon  TA  1960-90
Canada
Cape  Verde














Dominican  Republic  CA  1982-84
HA  1982-84
Ecuador  CA  1982-85
HA  1982-85
Egypt,  Arab  Rep.  CA  1974-90
HA  1974-90
El Salvador  CA  1982-86;  1989-90








Gambia,  The  TA  1960-90
Germany,  Fed.  Rep.








/1  Footnotes  refer  to  sources  and  aethods  only  for  0onversion
factors  that  are  NO  the  7S.3?  annual  average  ezahane
rates;  for  aountries  not  footnoted,  INC  Uses  the  118.3F
annual  average  ezchange  rates.22
BROD  CODE  for
COUTRY  SOURCE/ERTOD  ./1X  PERIOD
Guam




Guinea-Bissau  CA  1970-86
HB  1970-86
Guyana
Haiti  TC  1960-90





India  TB  1960-90
Indonesia













Korea,  Republic  of

















-c>cer  _  _  D-.------  --  _0___0__
/1  Footnoteo  refer  to sources  (and methods)  only  for  conversion
factors  that  are  oxoenti2na  to  the  _;tatign;  thus  for
countries  not  footnoted,  ZIC Uses  the  118.R  .1annual  average
ezchange  rates.23
DBED CODE for'












New  Zealand  TB  1960-90
Nicaragua  CA  1981-87
HA  1981-87
Niger
Nigeria  TB  1960-79
Norway
Oman
Pacific  Isl.  Trust  Territory
Pakistan  TA  1960-90
Panama
Papua  New  Guinea
Paraguay  CA  1982-89
HA  1982-89










Romania  CA  1987-90  1987-90
HA  1987-90
Rwanda
St.  Kitts  and  Nevis
St.  Lucia
St.  Vincent  Grenadine




Sierra  Leone  TA  1960-90
Singapore
/I.  Footnotes  refor  to  sources and methods  only  for conversi4n
factors  that  are  =Q.  the  IS.RF  annual  average  exchange
rates;  for  countries  not  footnoted,  IEC uses  the 1F8.RF
annual  average  exchange  rates.24
DRED CODE  for
COUNTRY  SOURCEI/NTHOD  /1  P.  OD





Sudan  TA  1960-90
CA  1981-90
HA  1981-90





























Zambia  CA  1990
HA  1990
…----------------------------------
/1  Footnotes  refer to sources and nethods only  for conversion
factors  that  are  PT  the  x1s.31  annual  average  ezchange
rates;  for  countries  not  footnoted,  INC  uses  the  XF8.31
annual  average  exchange  rates.25
ANNEXe  .A
Co  XI  s  UsiNG  FISICAL YEAM  Co  IsXON  FACTORS
Yi8&  Ye'ar  (PY)  average  exchange  rates  are  derived  by
recasting  IFS.  t  0 Rtlexchange  rates  to  conform with
the  national  accounts  FY  time-frame,  i 0e.,  the  four
quarterly  sxchange  rates  corresponding  to  the  couatzy-
specific  FY  from  the  ITS.RB  are  added  together  and  an
unweighted  average  wY exchange  is derived,
TA:  FISCAL  Y  ENDING  JUNE  30
TB:  FISCAL  Y  ENDING  MARCH  31
TC  FISCAL  YM  ENDING  SEPTEBBER  30
TDS  VI8CAL  Y  ENDING  JULY  15
TES FISCAL YO  EDG  MARCH 20
BROD  CODE  for
COUNTRY  SOURCE/BETIOD  PERIOD
l1Australia  TA  1960-90
2.Bangladesh  TA  1972-90
3.Botswana  TA  1960-90
4.Cameroon  TA  1960-90
5.Gambia  TA  1960-90
6.Haiti  TC  1960-90
7..India  TB  1960-90
8.Iran  TE  1960-90
9.Nyanmar  TB  1960-90
10.Nepal  TD  1960-90
11oNew  Zealand  TB  1960-90
12.Nigeria  TB  1960-79
13.Pakistan  TA  1960-90
14.Sierra  Leone  TA  1960-90
15.Sudan  TA  1960-90
160Tonga  TA  1960-9026
1NNZI  . B
COU2  IBS USING  TRADE WEIGHTED "COMPOSIT  I"  CONVERSION FACTORS
The existenco  of  a multipl  exohaange  rate  system indicates
that  the XFS.RP annual  exchange  rate  is &q  an  appropriate
conversion factor. A trade-weighted  composite  average  of
officially  recognised  exchange  rates  is estimated  from  a
matrix  of  relevant  exchange  rates  and  corresponding  weights.
The  weights  are derived  from  the shares  in total  external
transactions effected at  the respective rates.  These multiple
rates  and  weights  are from  the Country  Operations  Divisions
Et  -Et(Rj*Wj,)  +  (RU*W2,t)  +  ... +  (kt*W.'j 
wheres
B =  trade-weighted  composite  conversion  factor
=  multiple  rates,  1,  2,  3,  .. s  n
Wi  c  corresponding  weights  I,  2,  3,  *..  n
t  z  year
S:ouce  de:
CA:  World  Bank  --  Country  Operations  Division
method  Code;
HAs  Trade-weighted  (Composita)  Conversion Factor
BDOD Codes
Country  source  Method  Period
1.  Bulgaria  CA  HA  1981-90
2.  Czechoslovakia  CA  HA  1981-90
3.  Dominican  Rep  CA  HA  1982-84
4.  Ecuador  CA  HA  1982-85
5.  Egypt  CA  HA  1980-90
6.  El  Salvador  CA  HA  1982-86;  1989-90
7.  Guatemala  CA  HA  1985-86
8.  Honduras  CA  HA  1988-90
9.  Iran  CA  HA  1987-90
10.  Jamaica  CA  HA  1981-83
11.  Nicaragua  CA  HA  1981-87
12.  Paraguay  CA  HA  1982-89
13.  Peru  CA  HA  1985-90
14.  Romania  CA  HA  1988-90
15.  Sudan  CA  HA  1988-89
16.  Suriname  CA  HA  1989-90
17.  Syria  CA  HA  1981-90
18.  Uganda  CA  HA  1969-83
19.  Zambia  CA  HA  199027
ANNEX  I.  C
COUNTRIES  USING  ADJUSTED  CONVERSION  FACTORS
BASED  ON  DOMESTIC  ABSORPTION  DEFLATOR  ADJUSTMENTS.
Such cases reflect situations where the relationship between
domestic and foreign prices is  so out of line as to distort
the evolution of real exchange rates over time. The conversion
factor  is estimated by adopting  a  recent  period  where  the
IFS.RF exchange rate is  considered as  "realistic";  this  IFS.RF
annual average exchange rate is extra:olated forward  using the
relative  (to  US) Domestic Absorption Deflator.
t=  E, *  (DOMABSHt/DOMABSus,t)
where:
E=  exchange  rate  (local  currency  per  US$)  at  time  t;
Eo  =  IFS.R?  in  base  year  "o";
DOMABSd, =  domestic  absorption  deflator  at time  t;
DOMABSus,  =  US  domestic  absorption  deflator  at  time  t;
SOURCE  CODE:
CA:  World  Bank  --  Country  Operations  Division
METHOD  CODE:
NB:  Conversion  Factor  based  on  Relative  Price  Adjustments
BESD Codes
Country  Source  Method  Period
1.  Argentina  (1982)  CA  HB  1972-81
2.  Bolivia  (1973)  CA  HB  1974-85
3.  Ghana  (1972)  CA  HB  1973-87
4.  Guinea-Bissau  (1976)CA  HB  1970-86
5.  Somalia (  )  CA  HB  1977-89
Relevant  base  year in  parenthesis~~~In
Ii
:  9 
a  am







Fa  0 H
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ta  a29
BULURIA:Trade-Wlghtd  COlosto  Conve  fon  ftor
...  ...  0000.  ................  . ....  ..  .00......  .0.00. .....................  0  ...........  .0  ...........  ........
1981  12  98  198  96  196  1967  1"6  19  1"9
Prnclipal  rate /9  1.04  1.09  1,1O  1.00  1.19  1.42  1.30  1.6  1.832 2.11
Secondary rate  /2  1.86  1.7  1.26  1.6?  1.83
Prinecpal  rate  I  1  1  1  1  1  9  I  I  I
Secondary  rate
Trade-wafghted  rate  /3  1.04  1,09  1.10  1-00  1.19  1.42  1,30  1.67  1.62  2.11
.................................................  .................................................................... 
Sources:  Rates:  1981-90:  Country Operetfons Dlvision  (ENS);  July  199
weights:1981-90:  Full  weight  ssignod to  the  ceirclal  (principal)  rate
/1  Cercial  rate
/2  Monercfal  rate
A  Atlas  corew sian factor,  derived  as:
E  a  C(R,,,tW,,,)  + CR,*W2t) +  ..  (R+  eA
here:E  a  Trade-weighted coqmosite conversion  factor
R,  *  Nultiple  rates,  1,  2  .......  n
14 a  Corresponding weights,  1,  2,  3  ...  n
t  *year30
CZECHOSLOVAKIA:  Trade-Weighted  Coq,ostte  Conversion  Factors
...........................................  ........................................................................................  ...... ..............
1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990
PrincipaL  rate  /1  13.2492  13.7125  14.1625  16.6067  17.1400  14.9900  13.6858  14.3633  15.0542  17.9533
Secondary  rate  /2  31.4325
Principal  rate  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1
Secondary  rate
Trade-weighted  rate  /3  13.2492  13.7125  14.1625  16.6067  17.1400  14.9900  13.6858  14.3633  15.0542  17.9533
Sources:  Rates: 1981-90:  IMF,  International  Financial  Statiatics
Wefghts:1981-90:  FuLL  weight  assigned  to  the  comnerciaL  (principal)  rate
/1  IFS.RF  ComeerciaL  rate
/2  IFS.XF  -- NonconuerciaL  rate
/3  AtLas cnnversion factor,  derived  as:
Et z  E(Rj,t*WIt +  (R 2e*W 2.d) +  ..  +  (Rn**W,)
where:E  a  Trade-weighted  camposite  conversion  factor
RI  a  Nuitiple  rates,  1,  2  .......  n
W,  n  Corresponding  weights,  1,  2,  3,  ....  n
t  =  year31
DOMINICAN  REPUBLIC:  Trade-Weighted Coeposite  Conversfon  Factors
.. O..,,............  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1982  8m  198
............................................................  ................................................................  Al  @  .----  - ----- v  ---
Princinal  rate  /1  1.0000  1.0000  1.0000
Secondery rate  /2  1.4571  N.A.  2.7373
Prlne1pet  rete  0.8033  0.3899
Secondary rate  0.1967  0.6101
Trade-wefghted  rate  /4  1.0900  1.2600  2.0600
..........................................................................................................................
Sourcos:  Rates:  1982-84:  Principsl  mnd secorndary rate  fron  IMF  InternmtIonn  Fir  intal Statistics
Trade-weighted  rate  from  Country  Operations  Department
Weighte:1982-84:  Derived  by  IECSE; see  /3
/1  IFS.RF  *  Official  rate
/2 IFS.XF  -- Parallel  market  rate
/3  Weights  are  derived  from  followirg  relationship:
,*  LC(R,.,*W,)  + CR 2.C*(1UW 1 ,)f
where:  E  *  Trade-wefghted  coeposite  conversion  factor
MuLtipLe  ratea,  1,  2  .......  n
1*  Corresponding  wefghts,  1,  2  S  ....  n
t  *  year
/4  AtLas  cnevsfion  factor:  Trade-weighted  conversion  factor  provided  by Country  Operation  Department32
ECUADOR:  Tradeda  eoghted  Covpoefte  Conmvrlon Fctore
1982  9  19m  1985
Principel rate  /1  30.02MO  44.115  62.5359  69.5562




Tradewfihted  rate  /3  33.3999  52.89m9  79.5000  91.5000
Sorcees:  Retews  1982-8:s  Principal  rate  from I4F,  inteo  tiat  Fifncalft  ftatitiecs
Trade-,milhtqd  retes  from Country  Operatfons  DOpartmant
yights:1982-85:  Not avitlable  eqparately
/1  IFI.EF  --  Official  rate
/2  Not separately  available
/A Ates  cowwsfen  factor:  Trade-meight,  conversiorfn  factor  provided by Country Operation Department33
EGYPT: Trade-Weighted  Couposite Conversion Factors
1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990
................................................................................................................
Principal  /1  0.7000  0.7000  0.7000  0.7000  0.7000  0.7000  0.7000  0.7000  0.7000  1.1000
Secondary /2  0.7390  0.8317  0.8317  0.8317  1.3010  1.3503  1.5183  2.2233  2.5171  2.70n
Tertiary  rate  /3  1.0100  1.1300  1.1453  1.2543  1.5488  1.8838  2.1459  2.3731  2.6949  2.7978
PrincipaL  rate  0.4350  0.4150  0.3690  0.3032  0.2669  0.2397
Secondary rate  0.1400  0.1830  0.2370  0.6968  0.7331  0.7603
Tertiary  rate  0.4250  0.4020  0.3940  0  0  0
Trade-weighted rate  /4  0.7898  0.8490  0.8940  0.9540  1.1449  1.2949  1.4596  1.76122 1.9368  2.2290
..  ..........................................  .....  .......  ...  ...  ..  ..  ........  ..  .
Source:  Rates:  1980-.O4:  IMF, Interwtfal  Firwe  Statfstics
1985-90:  Bank's Country Operations Division
Weights:  1980-84:  Correspending weights  not  separately  available
1985-90:  Bank's Country Operations Divisfon
Derived from data  on exports  and Imports effected  at  respective  rates.
/1  Central  Bank rate
/2  Parallel  rate  (1981-87)
Commercial-paralLeL rate  (1988-90)
/3  "Outside-bank"  rate  (1981-87)
/A  tlas  covesin  factor:  derived  as
E,  C R,,,,,  *W2,,)  *  .+ *-  e (Rn  .)
where:  E  - Trade-weighted ceposite  conversion  factor
R,  Multiple  rates,  1,  2  .......  n
1*  Corresponding weights,  1,  2,  3,  ...  n
t  *year34
EL SALVADOR:  Trade-Weighted  Caoo ite  Conversion Factors
1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990
neto3







Trade-weighted  rate  /3  2.57  2.73  2.82  3.67  5.00  5.0  5.0  5.60  7.60
Source:  Rates:  1982-86; 1989-90:  Principal  rate  from IMF,  Internatfonal  Ffhwife Statfstfcs
Other rates  not  separately  avafltble
Weights:  1982-86;  1989-90:  Not separately  aviltable
/1  IFS.RF  --  Offfetal  exchange  rate
/2  Not  separately  avaflable
/3  Atlas  convefsion  factor:  these are  trade-weighted  exchange  rates  that  have effectively  taken  fnto  account
various  exchange  rates  and  weights.  Country  Operations  Division  is  unable  to  provide
details  of  the  separate  rates  and  weights.35
GUATEMALA:  Trde-Weighted  CGoe ite  Conversion  Factors
...  ..  O...................  .........................................  ............  ...................  ......
1985  1986
Principal  rate  /I  1.0000  1.8750
Secondary rate  /2  2.7700  1.8000




Trade-weighted  rate  /5  1.1500  2.1900
.......  ...........  ...  ....  ..................  ......................................  ..  ..  .........  ...................  .....  ..................  ...
Sources:  Rates:  1985486:  PrincipaL,  secondary,  and tertiary  rates  from  IMF,  International  Finsncfal  Statistics
Trade-weighted  rate  from  Country  Operations  Division
Weights:  1985-86:  Not  separately  availeble.
/1  IFS.RF  - Official  rate
/2  IFS.XF  - Parallel  market  rate
/3 IFS.YF  - auction  market  rate
/4 Separate  weights  not  available
A5 Atlas  conrersion  factor:  trade-weighted  conversion  factor  provided  by  Country  Operations  Department
- ..36
UDURAS  Trda-WUighted  Composito  Conversion  Factors
..  ...........  .......................  ............................  ........................................................................... 
1988  1989  1990
....................................  .....................................................................  ................
PrincipaL  rote  /1  2.0000  2.0000  2.0000
Secondary  rate  /2  2.9100  3.6100  4.5200
Principal  rate  0.640  0.400  0.110
Secondary rate  0.360  0.600  0.890
Trade-weighted rate  /3  2.3280  2.9660  4.2430
Sources:  Rates:  1988-90:  Country Operations Division  (August 1991)
Weights:  1988-90:  Sank's Country Operations Division
Derived  from  date  on exports  and iforts  effected  at  respective  rates.
/1  OfficiaL  rate
/2  PeraLelo market rate
/3  Attas  conersion  factor;  derived  as:
E-t  *  tUR  W  )  e  (R 2UW2,t)  + *-  4'  e  tndl
where:  E  *  Trade-waeghted  coxposite  conversion  factor
;*  Multiple  rates,  1,  2........  n
9  Corresponding weights,  1,  2,  ....  n
t  *year37
IRAf:  YTrode-eahted  Ceposite Conversion  Factors
1987  1988  1989  1990
Rates' 
Princfpal  rate  /2  71.4602  68.6832  72.0148  66.8560
Secondary  rate  /3  420.0000
Tertiary  rate  /6  800.0000
Other  rate  1  /5  1300.000
Other  rate  2  /6  700.0000
Other  rate  3  /7
Other  rate  4  /8  1300.0000
kikhta  /  I
Principal  rate  0.6795
Secondary  rate  0.0899
Tertiary  rate  0.1210
Other  rate  1  0.0145
Other  rate  2  0.0302
Other  rate  3  0
Other  rate  4  0.0649
Trade-weighted  rate  /9  144.9100  177.9700  215.9M99  304.3467
Sources:  Rates:  1987-90:  Principal  rate  from  IFS.RF;
1990:  Other  rates  from  Country  Operations  Division  (June  1991)
Weightes:  1990:  Bank's  Country  Operations  Divisfon
Derived  from  data  on  exports  and  ixorts  effected  at  respective  rates.
/1  Rates  and  corresponding  weights  for  1987-89  are  not  separately  for  1987-89
/2 IFS.RF  --  Officale  rate
/3  PreferentiaL  rato
A4 Coepetitive  rate
/5  Intervention  rate
/6 Surrender  rate
/7  Non-oil  export  rate
A8 Free  market  rate
/9 Attes  lomieran  fecter: derived  as:
Et  C  (R,5 ,II)  +  (R  *8)  .. **
where:  E  *  Trede-veighted  coepesfte  converaion  facteor
P  MuLtiple  rates,  1,  2......  n
U,  Corresponding  weiehts,  1,  2,  3, ....  n
t  *year
/9 Rates  and weights  are not  separately  avoilable.38
JAKAICA:  Trade-Weighted  Composfte  Conversion  Factors
1981  1982  1983
Rates





Trade-weighted  rate  /2  1.9300  1.9900  2.1500
......................................................................................................................
Sources:  Rates:  1981-83:  Principal  rate  from  IMF,  Intemnational  Financiat  Statistics
Other  rates  not  separately  available
Weights:  1981-83:  Not  separateLy  available
/1  IFS.RF  --  Official  rate
/2  Attas  conversian  factor:  trade-weighted  conversion  factor  provided  by  Country  Operations  Department.39
NICARAGUA:  Trade-Weighted  Couposite Conversion Factors
....................  ............................................  O..  ..........  ................  ..................
1986  1987
................................................................................................................





Trade-wefghted rate  /3  0.0159  0.7865
Source:  Ratas:  1986-87:  Prfncipal  rate  from IMF, Internationtl  Finnmifel  Statistics
Trade-weighted rate  from Bank's Country Operations Division
Weights:1986-87:  Not  separately  available
/1  IFS.RF  --  Offieial  exchange  rate
/2  Not separately  available
/3  Atlas  canwrsfon  factor:  derived  as
Et *  t(RIUI*,t)  + (RI42,,1) +  . . *(ln,*Wn,J1
where:  E  *  Trade-weighted coeposite  conversion  factor
N,  *  hultiple  rates,  1,  2  .......  n
,  - Corresponding  weights,  1,  2,  3..  n
t *year40
PARAJYs  Traed-seighted Co  Ie.ito  C0wsteion  Faotors
....  .......... 0.............0.........  .........  ..................
1982  1963  . 196  '  1966  19?  198  19
.........................................................  ........................................................................................... ,.0
Principal  /I  126.0  126.0  201.0  306.6?  339.17  55^J.0  550.0  1056.22
Secdeary  /2  160.5  160.0  321.85  602.8  700.3
Tertiary  /3  315.17  224.3  226.7  253.3  400,0  400.0
Principal  race
Smendary  rate
Trade-wefghted  rate  /5  136.0  146.0  243.70  440.70  517.40  668.0  840.0  1120.0
...................................................................................................  .............
Sures:  Rates:  1982-89:  Principal,  secondary,  and tertfary  rates from 1MP,  Interwuaml  FfrPi1at  Statstics
Trade-weighted  rate  from Coqntry OperatIons  Department
Weights:1982-89:  Net avatiable
/1  IFSRF  --  Official  rate
/2  IFSXF  Parallel  mrket  rate
/3  IF.YF  - econdary  ffxed  official  rate
A  Serate  weights not  availeble
A  Atlas  comvsmia  fctor:  Trade-wefghted  conversion factor  provided by Coutry  Operation Deportnt41
PERU:  Trade-Weighted  Coaosito  CEnversin  Factors
--.... 0__00.0......  . ..  ..  ...  ....  . .....  ..  ...  . . ....  .. 0....  ..  ....  ....  . ..  ..  .
1985  1986  198M  1986  M98  199
Princpalt  /1  112267  13.9500  17.5873  147.0000  2,857.0000  197,635.1
Secondary  /2  12.8583  17.8742  42.1508  381.9082  4,772.8910  220,870.2
Principal  rate  0.7072  0.6143  0.6176  O.S520  0.3879  0.4705
Secondary  rate  0.2928  0.3857  0.3824  0.4480  0.6121  0.5295
Trade-weiohted  rate  /3  11.70  15.4636  26.9605  252.2389  4,022.227  209,938.1
.....  .........  . . . . . ..  ..  . . ..  . . . . . ..  . 0.  . ..  . . . . . . . ..  . . . . . . . . . ..  . ..  ..
Sources:  Rates:  198590:  Bank's  Coumtry Operatifn  Division
Weights:  1985-90:  Bank's  Country  Operatfons  Division
Derived  from  data  on eports  and 1ports  effected  at respective  rates.
/1  Official  rate
/2  Free  mrket  rate
/3  Atas  cwwersion  factor:  derived  as:
E  a  *  02R,,a,,)  *  ..  *  CR,,W,d2
where:  E  Trade-weghted  coqmosite  canversien  factor
R,*  ultfple  rates,  1,  2 .......  n
V4  Corresponding  weights,  1,  2,  3,  ....  n
t  *year42
SWDAN:  Trade-Weighted  Coaosite  Converasion Factors
..  ..  ....................  "......  ...........  .d  ....................................................................................................................  .
1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990
Rates
Principal  /1  0.6301  1.0268  1.1783  1.3800  1.2461  1.1200  1.6039  4.1701  6.3001  12.2009
Secondary  /2  0.6301  0.8488  1.3034  1.3370  1.6351  1.8217  1.8543  4.1698  6.2974  12.2000
Principal  rate  0.2972  0.2797  0.3152  0.3541  0.3647  0.3442  0.3826  0.3122  0.3248  0.3392
Secondary  rate  0.7028  0.7203  0.6848  0.6459  0.6353  0.6558  0.6174  0.6878  0.6752  0.6608
Trade-weighted  rate  /3  0.6301  0.8986  1.2639  1.3522  1.4933  1.5802  1.7585  45.1699  6.2983  12.2203
................................................................................................................
Source:  Rates:  1981-90:  Sank's  Country  Operations  Division
Weights:  1981-90:  Bank's  Country  Operations  Dlvision
Derived  fron  data  on exports  and  inports  effected  at respective  rates.
/1  InpLicit  export  rate  - derived  from  exports  GNFS in  national  accounts  (local  currency
and SoP  in  $US.
/2  leplicit  inport  rate  - derived  from  ifports  GNFS  in  national  accounts  (Local  currerncy
and BoP In  $StS.
/3  Atlas  converson  factor:  derived  as:
E, - E(R 1 1'1)  +  (RI 2 , 1 W 21 )  #  .-.  +  e  ANAU
where:  E  *  Trade-weighted  cofposite  conversion  factor
R  Multiple  rates,  1,  2  .......  n
W  Corresponding  weights,  1,  2,  3, .. n
t  '  year43
SURINANE:  Trade-Weighted  Colposite  Conversion Factors
.....................  ..............................................  ..................
1989  1990
.............  ..........................  t...................................................................  ......................  .....
Pr nelpe  rate /1  1.7850  1.7850
Secondary rate  /2  5.0000  5.0000
PrincIpat  rate  0.9656  0.9656
Secndary  rate  0.0344  0.0344
Trae-weighted  rate  /3  1.8956  1.8956
SoWces  Rates:  1989-90:  Principal  rate  from IMF, Internationat  Financial  Statistics
Secondary from  Country Operations Division  (August 1991)
Weights:1989-90:  Country Operations Division
Derived  from data  on exports  and  inports  effected  at  respective  rates.
/1  IFS.RF  - Official  rate
/2  uDutch  development  aid"  import  rate
/3  AtLa  cora  esion factor:  derived  as:
Et a  C(R,,,*W,,,)  +  (R2,1*W 2 ,,)  + *-  + (R*,*Wn,t)3
where:  E  a  Trade-weighted comrposite  conversion  factor
*  a MultipLe  rates,  1,  2  .......  n
U,  a  Corresponding weights,  1,  2,  3  ....  n
t  a yearSYRIA:  Y  5.  'be1igNte  Conpot  0~vrolen  Fostor'
.....................................  ...................  O..........  ...  ....  ..  O.  .......  O....  ..................
1981  982  1983  198  1985  1916  197  198  1989  1990
Principal  /1  3.925  3.92M  3.925  3.923  3,925  3.M  3.925  11.225  11.223  11.225
Secondary  /2  5.5586  5.425  5.425  5.425  5.425  5.425  5.425
Tertiary  rate  /3  6.0245  5.8878  5.8853  7.915  9S.8297  19.160 30.400  38.630  42.00a  42.000
other  rate  1 /A  5.7W  5.6500  6.M23  8.5146  9.602  9.6092
Other  rate  2 /5  2.470  25.510  24.200  22.000  22.000
Other  rate  3  /6  40.000  40.000
Other  rate  4  /7  11.225
Other  rate  5  /8  18.000
eQTQ
Principal  rate  0.8266  0.8218 0.8564  0.8734  0.8305  0.7112  0.4636 0.7320  0.7280 0.7524
Secondary  rate  0.1078  0.1148 0.0753  0.0417  0.0216  0.0117  0.0029 0  0  0
Tertiary  rate  0.0655  0.0501 o.0466  0.0697  0.1319  0.1892  0.1694 0.2240  0.2340 0.2276
Other  rate  1  0  0.0134  0.0217  0.0133  0.0160  0.0717  0.0506  0  0  0
Other  rate  2  0  0  0  0  0  0.0163  0.0179  0.0101  0.0280  0.0100
Other  rate  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0.0100
Other  rate 4  0  0  0  0  0  0  0.2956  0  0  0
Other rate  5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
Trade-ueighted rate  /9  4.2387  4.2204  4.1668  4.3045  5.0736  7.5175  11.246  17.589? 19.0169  18.6237
Source:  Rates:  1981-90:  Bank's  Country Operatemns  Divio8cn
Weights: 1981M  90:  Bank's  Country Operations Division
Derived  fren  date  on experts  and irforts  effected  at  respective  rates.
/1  Official  rate
/2  Parallel  rate
/3  9IMofficfat  rate'
A4 Tourist  rate
/5  Prootion  rate
/6  Promotian rate  (export)
/7  Devatued official  rate  tefd  1987)
/8  Afrline  rate
/9  Atlates  c  twfon  fttaSrs  derived  as:
Et  C(R 1,.U,)  °'  CRaa)  °.  *-  °
dehre:  E  Trade-tigfhted  coxposieo conversion  factor
4  E  ttiPleto  ratse,  1  2,  .......  n
14  C orepP§fn  uaigtS,  9t  2,  3,  o 
e  yewarUGA4A ?rede-L'3IChted  Ce3ito CtvereI@  §W  ectOr
19,1  1982  1983  194  193  1986  1907  1988  1988  1990
Principal /1  0.5005  0.9605  1.5386  3.59) 6.7O2 14.0  62.8413  106.136  223.M 428.835
Secondary  /2





Trade-weighted  rate /A  2.0  2.0  3.0  4.0  11.0  16.0  51.0  127.0  331.0  496.0
...............................................  ........................................................................................ O  ..000  ...0OO0  ... 0v.
Source:  Rates:  1981-90:  Principlp  rate  feami  IMF, int  1itifeml  Ffeisnfl  Statistlca
Othor rotes not separately avef  tablo
Treda-bofghted  otao  fron De'a  Cewmtrv  Operatien  Divisfon
Weights:  1981-90:
/1  IFS.RF  --  Offiefel  rato
/2  Not  oeparatety  avaitlble
/3  Utlme  ms manIe7  Qe5s-  trada-tolghtsd cnerofee  factor  provided  by CemtrV "aratim  P2partmat46
ZA'48A:  Trade-Weighted  Composite  Conversion  Factors




Principal  rate  /1  30.2890
Secondary  rate  /2  47.0000
Weihts
Principal  rate  0.7n00
Secondary  rate  0.2500
Trade-weighted  rate  /3  34.4668
Sources:  Rates:  1990:  Country  Operations  Division  (August  1991)
Weights:1990:  Country  Operations  Division
Derived  from  data  on exports  and  imports  effected  at  respective  rates.
/1  Official  rate
/2  Market  exchange  rate
/3  Atlas  conversion  factor:  derived  as:
Et  a  [(R 1 *Wi,)  +  (R 2,*W 2 )  +  ..  +  (Rn  UWn)l
where:  E  :  Trade-weighted  conposite  conversion  factor
R  Multiple  rates,  1,  2 .......  n
W=  Corresponding  weights,  1.  2, 3  ...  n
t  year47
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